Ku entry into DNA inhibits inward DNA transactions in vitro.
Association of the DNA end-binding Ku70/Ku80 heterodimer with the 460-kDa serine/threonine kinase catalytic subunit forms the DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK) that is required for double-strand break repair by non-homologous recombination in mammalian cells. Recently, we have proposed a model in which the kinase activity is required for translocation of the DNA end-binding subunit Ku along the DNA helix when DNA-PK assembles on DNA ends. Here, we have questioned the consequences of Ku entry into DNA on local DNA processes by using human nuclear cell extracts incubated in the presence of linearized plasmid DNA. As two model processes, we have chosen nucleotide excision repair (NER) of UVC DNA lesions and transcription from viral promoters. We show that although NER efficiency is strongly reduced on linear DNA, it can be fully restored in the presence of DNA-PK inhibitors. Simultaneously, the amount of NER proteins bound to the UVC-damaged linear DNA is increased and the amount of Ku bound to the same DNA molecules is decreased. Similarly, the poor transcription efficiency exhibited by viral promoters on linear DNA is enhanced in the presence of DNA-PK inhibitor concentrations that prevent Ku entry into the DNA substrate molecule. The present results show that DNA-PK catalytic activity can regulate DNA transactions including transcription in the vicinity of double-strand breaks by controlling Ku entry into DNA.